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PATENT ARMS RACE: META AND ITS GRAB AT
THE “METAVERSE”TECHNOLOGY
BY COREY TAM/ON MARCH 21, 2022
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A patent application filed by Facebook, now Meta, almost two years ago has become public
this year.1 Titled “3D Conversations in an Artificial Reality Environment,” it attempts to patent
“[a] 3D conversation system [that] can facilitate 3D conversations in an augmented reality
environment, allowing conversation participants to appear as if they are [sic] face-toface.”2 While these words might evoke sci-fi imagery, such as conversing with a hologram
projected from a device or displayed on futuristic contact lenses,3 the current reality is a far cry
from that. What we have instead is the groundwork: a corporate arms race involving patents
to become the brand-name provider of the so-called “metaverse.”
But what is the “metaverse?” The metaverse, a portmanteau of “meta” and “universe,” can be
abstractly thought of as “cyberspace.”4 More concretely, it involves using the technologies
behind virtual and augmented realities to enhance not only the virtual world, but also the real
world.5 Its applications include better immersion in video games and better online shopping
experiences—by being able to see the dimensions of clothes and furniture in real-time.6
Meta’s CEO, Mark Zuckerberg, touts the metaverse as the future of the Internet. 7 And it is hard
to blame him. The global metaverse industry is forecasted to reach close to $300B by 2024

and could reach $1T in annual revenue.8 Corporate leaders in the communications industry
have been actively investing into metaverse-related products.9 They have also been adding
metaverse-related businesses to their corporate structures, e.g., Meta acquired Oculus in
2014,10 and Microsoft acquired Blizzard this year.11
What is perhaps less known is the underlying patent arms race. As of October 2021, the top
patent owners for metaverse patents, in descending order, are: Sony, Microsoft, Samsung,
Google, and Meta.12 However, in recent years, Meta has received a higher number of such
patents compared to its competitors.13
Meta’s patent application involving 3D communication systems thus represents an effort to
add another patent to its numbers. However, it is unclear whether this patent application will
become a patent. Subject matter eligibility (SME), a requirement for patentability, is
determined by the Supreme Court’s Mayo/Alice test, which asks (1) whether a claimed
invention is directed to a patent-ineligible judicial exception and (2) if so, whether its claims
contain an inventive concept that transforms the exception to a patent-eligible
application.14 The patent application, like many other computer-related inventions, contain
claims that are directed to an abstract idea. The abstract idea here would be communicating
with another person’s 3D rendered image.
However, applying the second prong raises a conundrum: whether the invention has sufficient
“inventive concept” to entitle Meta to a limited monopoly. Meta’s claimed invention, a
communication system that is not limited to the devices used, would likely be analogized to
the computerized escrow system in Alice.15 More specifically, the claimed invention attempts
to patent the different pipelines required to make its 3D communication possible. And courts,
in light of the discussion of inventive preemption in Le Roy v. Tatham,16 would likely view the
patent application as an attempt to monopolize the underlying technology. Arguably, Federal
Court jurisprudence, especially post-Enfish, might see the pipelines as specific improvements
on existing videoconferencing devices.17 Yet the most likely scenario is that the ambiguity in
the devices will push the decision toward ineligibility.18 And even if patent application does
become patented, it might not withstand a later review on subject-matter eligibility.
Meta’s patent application is functionally a small part of the bigger patent arms race. While it is
unclear who will prevail in this arms race, one thing is clear: there will be patent litigation in
the metaverse.
Corey Tam is a second-year law student at Benjamin N. Cardozo School of Law and Staff
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